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The countless number of lives lost during World War II, and the displacement of millions from their native lands are among the most tragic
events in the history of the twentieth century. In fact, according to
experts, the past century proved to be the most violent and the bloodiest
one hundred years in human history. This has been convincingly
substantiated by scholars, researchers, and journalists who have published
scores of books and articles about civilian and military victims of both
world wars.' Special emphasis has been put on victims of the Second
World War, especially Hitler's crusade against the Jewish population in
the countries occupied by the Third Reich. The concerted efforts of Jews
to inform the general public about the horrors of the Jewish Holocaust has
been especially successful and has led to widespread knowledge about
these events among practically all the nations of the world.2
This does not hold true for most other ethnic groups and
nationalities whose lives were adversely affected by World War II.
Millions of non-Jews were forced to endure previously unheard of
deprivation and hardship, before, during, and after the War. Compared to
the Jewish Holocaust, historical research has paid little attention to the lot
of other victimized groups. Proportionately little has been written about
them, and as a result, these events have failed to become common
knowledge. The fate of those who fled their native lands in Eastern and
Central Europe in fear of the invading Soviet Army, and later settled in
Western Europe, or immigrated to North or South America, has not been
adequately researched. Not much is known about the victims of forced
population expulsions and ethnic cleansing, such as the sixteen million

Germans who had been expelled from Poland and Czechoslovakia (from
former East and West Prussia, Pomerania, Silesia and the Sudetenland). In
the same vein, with the exception of Hungarian scholars, the general
public is not aware of the retribution suffered by about 120,000 ethnic
Hungarians who were driven across the Danube from Slovakia to
Hungary as a consequence of the Benes Decrees.3 Furthermore, knowledge about Stalin's extermination of close to fifty million of his own
compatriots, including Russians and many other ethnic groups and
nationalities is limited. His victims included Poles, Ukrainians, members
of the Baltic nations, Crimean Tatars, and many others who were exterminated by the millions.4 Yet, knowledge about their fate is not widespread,
at least not to the extent information is available about the horrors of the
Jewish Holocaust. It is evident that the above-mentioned victims of war
and prejudice, misery and extermination, have not enjoyed the same
degree of interest of experts, researchers, and journalists. As a result, a
gigantic gap of ignorance and misinformation exists regarding these
shocking events both among the European as well as the American public.
The lives and fate of foreign victims of Soviet forced labour
camps also falls into this little known category. This also applies to the
educated classes of Western Europe and North America who simply
assume that only POW's and members of the armed forces of the defeated
nations were deported to the Soviet Union after World War II. This could
not be further from the truth. In the case of Hungary, it was only after the
demise of communism in 1989-1990 that researchers, journalists, and
political leaders could begin to focus on the fate of the several hundred-thousand Hungarian civilians, including innocent women and
children, who were deported to forced labour camps after the Soviet
invasion of Hungary in September 1944.
It is virtually impossible to uncover every fact and detail about
these deportations, but the publication of several studies — based on
memoirs, diaries, and interviews of survivors — provides a vast amount
of information and contributes substantially to our knowledge of these
tragic events.5 These include published works by Tamas Stark, Gyorgy
Dupka, Peter Rozsa, Janos Rozsas, Zoltan Szente, Mihaly Herczeg, and
Zsolt Csalog, the memoirs of Irnre Badzey and Mrs. Sandor Meszaros,
and the documentary films of Sandor Sara and the Gulyas brothers.6 Two
volumes of interviews collected by Ilona Szebeni and Valeria Kormos
authentically illustrate and give credence to the fate of innocent men and
women.7 These include young girls and boys, who were forcibly taken to

the Soviet Gulag, to work from three to five years under the most
primitive and excruciating circumstances. In spite of the attention given to
these catastrophic events since the early 1990's, it will take many more
years before most of the facts will be uncovered. It will probably take
even more years before the general population will be properly informed,
and elementary and secondary level textbooks will do justice to this tragic
segment of Hungarian history.
In order to gain a clear understanding of the deportation of
hundreds of thousands it is necessary to examine briefly the nature of
Soviet policy toward Hungary after World War II. Since Hungary was at
war with the Soviet Union, POW's and abducted civilians were treated
somewhat differently from deportees of other occupied territories such as
Poland and Czechoslovakia. Soviet view toward Hungary was made
known already in June of 1943, by V.M. Molotov, the future Soviet
foreign minister, in a letter to A.C. Kerr, the British Ambassador to
Moscow. He wrote that because Hungary provided armed support to
Germany, not only the government, but the entire Hungarian nation must
be held responsible 8 In December of the same year, Molotov repeated this
view when he reacted to Edward Benes's anti-Hungarian invective. He
emphasized that no matter what, "the Hungarians must be punished."9
The status of deportations in Hungary was not affected by the
armistice, as it was in Slovakia. In December of 1944, the Soviet High
Command, in a decree signed by Joseph Stalin and directed to the 2nd,
3rd and 4th Ukrainian Fronts, proclaimed that all German males between
the ages of 17 and 45, and all German females between the ages of 18
and 30 must be deported.10 These deportations were to be carried out on
the territories of Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania, and Yugoslavia.
Although the major targets of the above proclamation were the ethnic
Germans in the above states, in reality it struck a heavy blow against
other nationality groups as well, but especially the Hungarians. If the
quote could not be filled with Germans and with Hungarians with German
surnames, they took any Hungarian off the streets, even if they "did not
speak a single word of German."11
Soviet policy toward Hungarians was motivated by the concept of
collective responsibility and collective retribution.12 Consequently, unsuspecting civilians suffered the same fate as the Hungarian POW's, or those
who believed Soviet propaganda, and in the hope of quick release, surrendered to enemy forces. Civilians were transported to the same network of
forced labour camps, and had to endure the same dreadful circumstances

as the military personnel. The Association of Hungarian Veterans, an
emigre organization based in Germany in the post-war years, found that
as late as 1951, there were still 3,500 forced labour camps in the Soviet
Union that incarcerated Hungarians, as well as other nationals such as
Germans, Poles, Romanians, Japanese, Spaniards, Finns, Chinese, Ukrainians and many others.13
It has been estimated that over 600,000 Hungarians — both
military and civilian — were abducted by the Red Army to work in coal
and lead mines, railway and road construction projects, as well as on
collective farms.14 According to eyewitness accounts and contemporary
official documents, civilians were generally arrested in two waves.15
The first wave of deportations took place primarily in northeastern
Hungary, from regions that were in the path of the invading Soviet Army.
There is no accurate record on the actual number of civilians who were
deported during this time, but we know that the first wave of arrests
usually took place a few days after the Soviet occupation of a given
settlement. The arrests were executed with the help of Hungarian
collaborators popularly called "policaj." The Soviet Army rounded up
civilians under the pretence of asking young able-bodied men and women
to participate in short cleanup operations popularly dubbed "malenkij
robot" or "little work."16 Unsuspecting civilians were told to assemble in
schools, movie theatres, and public buildings so as to perform a few days
or weeks of communal work. However, they were not permitted to return
home after the work was done. Rather, they were forced to walk twenty,
thirty, or even fifty kilometres to reception centres in such cities as
Debrecen, Miskolc and Szerencs. From there, they were hoarded into
cattle cars, with between forty to sixty people to a wagon, and taken to
one of the Soviet forced labour camps in the Trans-Ural Region.
The second wave of mass internments began in January 1945,
when all of Hungary was affected. Memoirs and contemporary documents
reveal that the deportations of civilians were carried out on the basis of
quotas and lists set by the Soviet Secret Police, known as the NKVD,
short for the People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs. The Secret Police
controlled and administered all the forced labour camps in the Soviet
Union. Since the local organs of the NKVD had to fulfil the numerical
quotas, the collection process extended — as was mentioned above —
beyond the ethnic Germans to Hungarians with German names, and to
whoever happened to be at the wrong place at the wrong time.17

The random nature of deportations is aptly illustrated by the
recollections of one of the deportees who related an incident that occurred
during her long journey to the Soviet Union:
I witnessed a dreadful incident near a train station. We did not
reach the village yet and our train was standing at a railroad
crossing. A farm wagon pulled by two horses, transporting
tobacco leaves stood on the other side of the rail gate, waiting
to cross. The driver must have been about thirty-six or thirtyeight, his son about thirteen or fourteen. A Soviet soldier ran
over to them, yanked them both off the wagon, and shoved
them into one of the cattle cars. It was terrible to listen to the
hysterical cries of the man who screamed, 'Take me anywhere
you want, I don't care, but let the boy go so that he can drive
the wagon home. My wife will never know what happened to
us.' They [the Russian soldiers] did not listen. They took them
anyway. The train started, and as I looked back as long as I
could, I saw the two horses standing there stock still, without
their master. They did not move at all. The wife would have to
wait in vain. Except for us, there were no other eyewitnesses. 18

The compilation of lists of designated deportees was assigned to
the authorities of each locality. These lists were partially drawn up on the
basis of registration certificates, but were also motivated by personal likes
and dislikes. As a result, ethnic Hungarians in Romania and Slovakia
were routinely selected for deportation by Romanian and Slovak authorities just because they happened to be Hungarians. It also happened that in
Hungary itself, in a given village with a pure Hungarian population, lists
were compiled by the local authorities purely on the basis of personal
preferences, motivated by revenge and jealousy.19
The whole process of deportation is unclear even today. For
example, in some regions only able-bodied males were mobilized and
deported, while in dozens of other villages authorities concentrated on the
deportation of women only. In still other settlements, members of the
Soviet Army simply took anyone to fill the quotas.
There were thousands of young women among the deportees.
Their exact number is unknown, for many perished either on their way to
the Soviet Union or as a result of the inhuman working conditions in the
camps. The ratio of men and women internees varied from region to
region. It is known, however, that from among those who were deported

from the Upper Tisza Region, 60% were women. Most of them were
between the ages of 16 and 20, and since legally they were still not
adults, their deportation also violated the laws on the protection of
minors. In this region, 42% of the women deportees were between 20 and
30 years, while 5% were between the ages of 30 and 40. Women over
forty were generally not considered for deportation.20
In most settlements, young, healthy, and able-bodied girls and
women were put on the lists and were deported along with young boys,
young men, and men in their forties. To fill the quotas, Soviet soldiers
and their accomplices arrested and deported anyone who fit the age
categories, irrelevant of family status. Survivors told of women three, four
or five months pregnant being dragged out of their beds and taken to the
gathering places. They did not receive any special treatment, and were
forced to march along with the other detainees twenty to fifty kilometres
to the reception canters. At the time of their arrest, the majority were
forced to leave without proper clothing and food supplies, and even if
they were permitted to take along some food, it could serve only as a
temporary solution to their minimum daily sustenance. Their clothing and
footwear proved to be totally inadequate for the extreme weather conditions of the Siberian winters. As a result, after years or at times only
months of excruciating hard labour, thousands perished by freezing to
death.
Ilona Vinnai (Vojto Ferencne), a young, newly-married woman in
the village of Gavavencsello in Szabolcs County, Northeastern Hungary,
is a typical example of the countless young women who had to endure
forced labour in the Soviet Union.21 Seized in January of 1945, she
survived three years of harsh labour on a collective farm and in the coal
mines under horrendous circumstances. Like many young women in her
village, she happened to be on the list of internees, but refused to
assemble at the beckoning of the village drummer. Hungarian collaborators, the "policaj" quickly found, seized, and escorted her to the school
where other detainees were held. She remembered how these "policaj"
were often worse than the members of the Soviet occupational forces.
They showed no mercy, were eager to search the homes of the villagers,
and even pulled people from under their beds where they were hiding.
Ilona Vinnai painted a vivid picture of the hardships in these camps:
In the winter we suffered from -40, - 4 5 Centigrade temperatures, while during the summer we had to endure the scorching

rays of the sun. We could barely move our limbs. In the winter
tears froze on our cheeks; we cried from the cold and the pain.
During the summer we fainted from the intense heat. But who
paid any attention to this? There, they did not diagnose illness
as they do back home. A person without fever was considered
sick only after he or she collapsed. Our physical strength was
waning, and because of uncertainty, fear, and constant dread,
our spiritual strength likewise.22

She recalled the agony survivors suffered when their fellow workers
perished one after the other, especially those who lost their fathers, sisters,
brothers or husbands. Ilona continued: "But we never abandoned faith in
God. When our despair was greatest, we turned to Him, and we continued
to believe from one hour to the next that our captivity will end, and that
we will see our loved ones again."23
Living conditions in the forced labour camps were inhuman.
Proper nourishment was nonexistent, watery cabbage soup or something
similar, and black bread made up their daily food. The bread was often so
coarse that the prisoners suffered constant severe stomach pains. Those
who worked on collective farms learned to smuggle vegetables for themselves and their fellow deportees. In most of the camps, upon their arrival,
the detainees lived in underground bunkers. And even later, when housed
in barracks, they had to sleep on bare wooden planks. They were plagued
by lice and cockroaches. Although medical care was provided at least
symbolically by doctors who were prisoners themselves, there were no
drugs or medications available for treatment. Thousands died in accidents
suffered at the workplace, but the majority of deaths were the result of
infections and diseases. Malaria, typhus and diarrhea were running
rampant, and because of the lack of medical treatment and adequate
nourishment, prisoners easily succumbed. In addition, the internees were
constantly mistreated, pushed, kicked, and shoved around, and endlessly
screamed at. The guards and camp administrators forced them to work
even on Sundays, notwithstanding the fact that one day of the week was
designated as a day of rest.
The working conditions in the mines were horrendous and
completely unsafe. Margit Krechl, a native of the village of Sajobabony,
was deported at the age of sixteen, along with her younger sister and
older brother. Her story is similar to the thousands of unsuspecting young
girls who suffered similar fates.24 As was customary, the Krechl siblings
were asked to assemble at the school for questioning. Their trusting

father, a blacksmith, who had not even been drafted into the Hungarian
army because of poor health, urged his children to obey the authorities.
The family was told that the Soviet liberators needed some help, and that
the children would be allowed to return home in a few weeks. The three
siblings walked eighteen kilometres to the gathering centre in Miskolc.
Once they reached their destination, their fate was sealed. "No one said a
word to us," Margit Krechl recalled. "They were screaming at us left and
right, as they drove us into the cattle cars. There must have been
thousands like us."25 The train took them to the Donets Valley in the
Ukraine, to a village called Voroshilovka, where they were incarcerated
and forced to do heavy labour in the nearby mines.
Working in the mines was like hell being unleashed upon them.
This hell affected the internees mentally, psychologically, as well as
physically. Even decades after her repatriation, Margit Krechl still has
deep scars on her head and legs. "You know, these are the permanent
marks caused by the mine that collapsed on top of us," she explained.
They were even stingy with the proper timbering of the shafts.
We had to worm our way through narrow corridors, crawling
on all fours, like moles. My task was to shovel the coal into the
mine car below. Many perished when the mine caved in. Only
those young people survived who had enough lifeblood in them
to crawl to the surface. Even today (in the late 1990's) I have
nightmares of having to crawl in the dark, while something is
constantly pulling me back.26

Since most camps were surrounded by double or triple wire
fences, and closely scrutinized by guards perched in watch towers, escape
from the camps was virtually impossible. Those who were caught were
severely punished and tortured. Maria Melik, one of the young women
who was abducted from Rakamaz in Northeastern Hungary, related that
one of the cruellest punishments for the escapees consisted of lowering
them into a bunker enclosed by concrete walls, and filling the bunker with
ice cold water. The detainees were forced to stay in the bunker until they
froze to death.27
The prisoners were subjected to constant chaos, uncertainty, and
disarray. Having been transported enormous distances on seemingly
endless roads, being dragged from one labour camp to another, and not
knowing whether they would ever be released, frightened even the most
courageous young men, let alone young girls. But seventeen year old

Gizella Csatlos of Balkany, Szabolcs County, thought she had no other
choice but to escape.28 This is part of her story in her own words:
We have been outside only for a few days, the winter weather
was becoming milder. As the snow began to melt, on our way
to and from work, only a couple of meters from us, we saw the
arms and legs of the dead sticking out from the earth. In the
evenings in the barracks everyone was whispering that we
should try to escape. People usually set out in pairs. My cousin
said we should go too, but the guards were already bringing
back prisoners who had been caught. There were even some
who surrendered voluntarily because they got lost and simply
circled around on the immense prairie. We were forced to
watch the punishment they received. They had to strip
practically naked, and were beaten until they collapsed,
unconscious. 29

Gizella and her cousin decided to escape nonetheless. She continued her
story:
We were scared to death of the punishment, but I was plagued
by an even stronger emotion. It wasn't even fear, but horror. It
happened that next to me on the berth a girl from my village,
Margit Krakomperger, was dying. She was exactly seventeen
years old like me. I kept telling myself: 'This is certain death, I
don't want to end up like she did. My cousin was very
encouraging; he claimed that he could make his way by
following the stars.30

After months of vicissitudes, narrow escapes and hardships, while
passing through several clearing camps in Odessa, Kishinev, Chernovitz,
they reached the largest reception camp in a place called Bedyichev,
which was the gathering place of those who were to be repatriated.
Unrecognized as escapees from another camp, in early September 1945,
they were told to gather their meagre belongings and to go to the railroad
station the next morning because they will be going home.
In a week we arrived in Maramarossziget [a former Hungarian
city in Romania], We were sobbing and laughing at the same
time. We kissed the ground in joy. Apparently ours was the
first train that brought back deportees from Russia. This was

probably true, because other unfortunate prisoners did not
receive the kind of treatment and supplies we received. We
were given canned foods, fruit, and candy. At the border a local
leader even made a speech, but was cut short. Within moments
a huge crowd descended on the station. Where did you come
from? Who are you? Did you meet my son, my daughter, my
father? Everyone was searching for his/her loved ones. But we
had to reembark, because Budapest was designated as our final
destination. 31

Their train passed through Gizella's native village, where someone from
the crowd yelled that her cousin had jumped off the train at Bodrogszegi,
and he was already safe at home in Balkany. Gizella felt betrayed and
abandoned because she feared that she would be deceived again, and then
transported somewhere else. But her cousin notified Gizella's mother that
she was on Hungarian soil. Her mother immediately took the next train to
Budapest. When she spotted her daughter at the train station she was so
shocked by her changed appearance that she fainted, even though Gizella
had endured only seven months of forced labour. Compared to the other
deportees who had been detained for three to five years, her internment
was relatively short because of her successful escape. Those who were
forced to stay longer, were in much worse shape than she was.
When Gizella and her mother returned to Balkany, a large crowd
assembled in front of their house. Everyone was looking for news about
their loved ones. Gizella was frightened. "What should she tell them?
That their relatives are treated like beasts? That many of them had perished?"32 Gizella recalled: "I just uttered a few sentences about where they
were, and that they were working in coal mines. The rest they could read
from my eyes."33
Few were as fortunate as Gizella Csatlos and a select few who
succeeded in escaping from the camps. There are no reliable statistics
regarding the exact number of Hungarian civilians and military personnel
who were incarcerated and eventually permitted to return home. Official
records were not always kept, and when the prisoners died of starvation,
disease, freezing temperatures, or in an accident at the workplace, they
were simply shoved into mass graves without their names being recorded.
Of the 600,000 deportees, approximately one third — 200,000 men,
women and children never made it back.34 They died a miserable death
under the most excruciating and inhuman conditions imaginable.

Mass repatriation from the forced labour camps back to Hungary
began in the autumn of 1947. Those who survived were marked for life,
physically, psychologically, and spiritually. Many had lost limbs, contracted incurable diseases, or suffered serious injuries that plagued them
for life. The reigning communist regime warned them to keep quiet and
threatened them with retaliation from the moment they reached the
Hungarian border. They could not count on anyone to appreciate their
plight, and the local and state governments repeatedly rejected their
requests for financial assistance. They received no help for further
training, or for the completion of their studies, and the seriously ill and
disabled were denied sick benefits and disability allowance. They were
given no compensation for their financial losses, and if they were, the
sums were minimal. In Debrecen, for example, deportees were given 5
forints, and later 20 forints as final reparation.35
The dreadful effects of these deportations affected not only the
internees themselves, but also their loved ones who had been left behind.
Wives who lost their husbands received no pensions without producing
death certificates. But these were often nonexistent because camp administrators failed to keep records of the dead. Mrs. Gyula Keky, who did
everything humanly possible to free her husband and son, begging
authorities in Debrecen and elsewhere, eventually had to resettle in the
town of Fot because her house in her native village was confiscated. Her
forty-two year old husband and seventeen-year old son were deported
from their native town of Hajduboszormeny in October 1944, and she
never heard of them again.36
Her words, over four decades later, at the age of 85, when she
was interviewed by Uona Szebeni, describe poignantly these tragic events
that touched the lives of so many blameless, unsuspecting civilians: "Why
did they take them? Why? My God, but why? They were innocent!
Innocent! It was a terribly cruel world in those days. Why did they do
this to us? It's horrible, horrible, even today."37
It is hoped that with time, as historical research makes greater
effort to shed light on these injustices that befell humankind in the
twentieth century, the deportation and internment of innocent Hungarian
men, women, and children to Soviet forced labour camps will also receive
the attention it deserves.38 This is a precondition for this terrible tragedy
to become better known throughout the world.
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